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Smokov proves his arguments, except for his 
assertion that “Kid Curry’s reputation as a blood-
thirsty killer . . . is mainly unwarranted.” Smokov 
explains that no doubt exists about only one of 
the killings attributed to Logan, and even that 
incident might be considered self-defense. Jeffrey 
Burton’s assessment, quoted by Smokov, that Kid 
Curry was “one of the most ferocious and violent 
criminals of his day, and one of the cleverest” 
seems more appropriate.
Smokov’s extensive travel in the region shows 
in his vividly detailed descriptions of the geogra-
phy and landscapes that the outlaws inhabited. 
Western outlaw enthusiasts will enjoy He Rode 




Nikkei in the Interior West: Japanese Immigrants and 
Community Building, 1882–1945. By Eric Walz. 
Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2012. x + 
236 pp. Maps, photographs, notes, bibliography, 
index. $50.00.
Studies of Japanese immigration into North 
America generally focus on the larger Hawai-
ian and West Coast populations, but there is a 
small body of work on other areas, including New 
York, Texas, and the Canadian heartland. The 
core of Eric Walz’s book is a pioneering source-
rich examination of Japanese immigration and 
settlement experiences in the American West, 
including Nebraska, but excluding the coastal 
states and Midwest. As long as its focus stays on 
these sparsely distributed migrants, the book is 
an interesting addition to the literature, though 
not a final word. The decision to include Japa-
nese historical and cultural context is admirable, 
though executed poorly, and the decision to close 
the narrative at the end of World War II leaves 
later developments unresolved.
Walz introduces and demonstrates stages of 
immigrant ethnic formation, from initial forays 
into a new frontier, individual settlement and 
family stages, and finally construction of ethnic 
He Rode with Butch and Sundance: The Story of 
Harvey “Kid Curry” Logan. By Mark T. Smokov. 
Denton: University of North Texas Press, 2012. 
xvi + 440 pp. Map, photographs, notes, bibliogra-
phy, index. $29.95.
Hollywood depictions of Harvey Alexander Lo-
gan (1867–1904), better known as “Kid Curry,” 
portray the outlaw as a dull-witted follower. Mark 
T. Smokov’s biography of Logan presents him 
instead as a crafty criminal with above-average in-
telligence. Smokov argues that Logan’s planning 
and executing three successful train robberies tes-
tifies to Kid Curry’s leadership and cunning.
He Rode with Butch and Sundance is Smokov’s 
first entry in the University of North Texas Press’s 
A. C. Greene Series. Logan’s career stretches the 
geographic boundaries of the series, as most of 
the books concentrate on crimes in Texas and 
the Southwest. Logan committed most of his 
robberies and frequently found hiding places in 
the northern Great Plains and Rocky Mountains. 
The book complements the second edition of Jef-
frey Burton’s The Deadliest Outlaws: The Ketchum 
Gang and the Wild Bunch, released in July 2012 as 
part of the same series.
Logan’s supposed dull-wittedness is among 
the myths and misconceptions surrounding Kid 
Curry that Smokov seeks to correct. He positions 
Logan as a prominent and guiding force for the 
Wild Bunch gang. Logan’s exploits exceeded 
those of his close friend Harry Longabaugh (the 
Sundance Kid) and Robert LeRoy Parker (Butch 
Cassidy). Furthermore, Smokov detects a tighter 
friendship between Logan and Longabaugh than 
the one that existed between Butch and Sun-
dance.
Smokov’s work traces the posthumous evo-
lution of Logan’s reputation and demonstrates 
that earlier accounts of his life and death are 
embellished and unreliable. The outlaw’s résumé 
swelled after his suicide as generations of writers 
attributed more crimes to Logan. In presenting 
the acts other writers attribute to Kid Curry and 
revealing their errors, Smokov sacrifices excite-
ment—the book would move at a quicker pace if 
its author concentrated strictly on Logan—for the 
opportunity to correct the record.
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Life’s Journey—Zuya: Oral Teachings from Rosebud. 
By Albert White Hat Sr. Compiled and edited 
by John Cunningham. Salt Lake City: University 
of Utah Press, 2012. xxi + 186 pp. Photographs, 
maps, notes, illustrations, glossary, index. $24.95 
paper.
Old-style, mainline anthropologists will probably 
not like this book. It is certainly not old-style an-
thropology. It is much, much more important 
than that. That White Hat fails to cite any of the 
pertinent literature on Lakotas is much beside 
the point; indeed, he indicates clearly that he 
does not much care for all of that literature as a 
means for finding meaning in Lakota life. White 
Hat is Siċanġu Lakota and writes from deep 
within the Siċanġu Lakota traditional knowledge. 
That is the importance of this book. Others have 
also written from within the Lakota world, even 
interpreters or so-called medicine men like John 
Fire Lame Deer or Peter Catches, but again, this 
volume is different.
Most importantly, White Hat writes as an ex-
tremely proficient linguist who has dedicated his 
life to understanding the linguistic intricacies of 
what is, after all, his Native Lakota tongue. He 
not only grew up speaking the language but also 
dedicated much of his adult life to listening to 
fluent elders talk the language and talk about 
the language. In particular, this book records his 
learning about the richness of the Lakota culture 
and its ceremonial traditions and the intricacies 
of the language, learning he gained from listening 
to a broad array of interpreters (medicine men).
Throughout the volume, White Hat the lin-
guist engages in a persistent process of challenging 
many of the conventional categories of cognition 
that anthropologists, missionaries, government 
functionaries, journalists, and others have made 
second nature in any interpretive discussion of 
Native traditions. He starts in the introduction 
by debunking the common modern Lakota usage 
of the term Wakaŋ Taŋka, which typically “trans-
lates as ‘Powerful Being’” as a Euro-Christian in-
sertion into and imposition on Lakota culture, a 
device for describing the Euro-Christian god. At 
the same time, he would disabuse the reader of 
any idea that wakaŋ means sacred. The word is far 
communities with local, regional, national, and 
sometimes international connections. These 
central chapters feature vivid details drawn from 
oral histories, memoirs, diaries, newspapers, and 
government records. The presentation is roughly 
chronological, guided by concepts of diasporic 
ethnic formation found in recent scholarship 
on Japanese and other migrations. While this is 
not a comparative study, discussion of Latter-day 
Saint communities as another ethnic tradition 
occupying much of the same geography is fasci-
nating and productive.
Early chapters (and later sections, such as 
chapter 7’s discussion of Japanese religion) are 
supposed to provide context for the origins of Jap-
anese migration and the culture that immigrants 
brought with them to add a transnational compo-
nent to our understanding of the American inte-
rior. Unfortunately, most of the secondary sourc-
es cited are outdated and nearly useless, at least 
for understanding Japanese social history and 
labor migrations, and some errors are egregious. 
The conclusion also disappoints: a great deal of 
energy is put into describing the state of Japanese 
American community formations and the effects 
of World War II surveillance, arrests, relocations, 
and conscription. Aside from some discussion of 
postwar “model minority” discourses, however, 
the question “Can Community Survive?,” which 
headlines chapter 8, goes unanswered.
The energy and ambitions of Japanese immi-
grants helped shape the agriculture, economy, and 
communities of the American West, and Walz has 
done a service to the history of the Great Plains 
by drawing these stories together. But the origins 
of that energy, and the end of the story, remain 
unexplained and deserve further attention.
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